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Website Promotion MEGA PACK 2009 -------------------------------- Get unlimited traffic and massive internet

exposure guaranteed with the compilation of famtastic promotion software. You will not find this package

anywhere else for this price. YOU WILL GET UNLIMITED TRAFFIC!!! Advanced Site Submitter

----------------------- Submit Your Website To 66 Of The Top Search Engines Every Month For FREE! What

Exactly Can The Software Do? Our website submission software makes it easy to submit (and then

resubmit each month) your websites to 66 of the top search engines. Click a button....wait 10

seconds...and you're done. Don't pay others to do what you can do for yourself! The Software engine

Database is constantly updated and always availagble for FREE so you can rest assured your software

submissions are always current! - Simple one Click Submission & Database Updates - - You will recieve

conformation that your submissions were successful - SUPER BONUS: Order now and receive MASTER

Resell Rights so you can sell Advanced Site Submitter and keep 100 of the profits! You'll even get a copy

of this sales page which you can easily customize to you on adaptations! Auto Hits Machine -----------------

Turn any website into an instant success with this powerful new software! *NEW* Mind-Blowing

Technology Delivers An Endless Flood Of Traffic To Your Website Automatically At The Push Of A

Button! Enjoy Unlimited Hits For Life! 5 Reasons Why It's Become So Hard To Drive Quality Traffic To

Your Website Without Losing Money... Guaranteed Traffic Companies Are Ripping You Off! Have you

ever purchased a package of hits from a company that sells guaranteed traffic (aka wholesale traffic),

only to find that you haven't made a single sale by the time the package runs out? You're not alone! The

truth is that most of these companies don't actually send visitors to your website; they show your site in a

small pop-up window. Obviously, pop-ups are much less effective than if a person was actually sent to

your website. Plus, pop-ups will only show a small corner of your website, so visitors don't actually know

what your website's about and there's very little chance that they will take the time to find out. Also, many

of these companies have been known to use tools that inflate the number of actual hits being sent to your

website, meaning you don't receive anywhere near the amount of traffic that you paid for. Getting a

Decent Search Engine Ranking is Costly! There are millions of websites across the internet and everyone
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wants a top search engine ranking. Do you see the problem? Getting a decent ranking for a popular

keyword has become nearly impossible if you don't shell out big bucks. First you wait 6 weeks for your

site to even show up in the search engines (unless you pay $300 for a quick listing in Yahoo), then you

hope for the best. If you're not listed in the top 20 for a keyword, you won't be getting many visitors from

the search engines. Most Forms of E-mail Marketing Are Now Considered SPAM! SPAM has become

such a broad term these days and will get you into a lot of trouble, even if you have not violated any laws.

Most forms of e-mail marketing, including direct e-mail and bulk e-mail, are now considered SPAM by

nearly everyone. You can follow all legal guidelines when sending out your mailing and still risk being

labeled a "spammer". In reality, it doesn't much matter whether you think you're a spammer - it only

matters what the recipient of your e-mail thinks. One safe way to market through e-mail is by building your

own opt-in list, but even then people will often forget that they subscribed to your list and report you for

SPAM anyway! If you are reported for SPAM, you can lose your ISP, website, e-mail account, and much

more! Traffic Exchanges Require Hours and Hours of Clicking! Traffic exchanges (also known as

startpage/click exchanges) are popular because they offer a free way to earn traffic. The idea is simple -

you view other people's websites in exchange for traffic. However, most traffic exchanges make you view

a website for 30 seconds to earn a credit, then require 2 credits for each hit they send to your website.

That's 60 seconds of clicking for just 1 hit! You could click for an hour straight and still only get 60 hits.

You'll be very lucky to make a sale off of 60 hits, even after all that work! FFAs and Classified Ad Sites

Are a Thing of the Past! Belive it or not, there actually was a time when Free-For-All links (FFAs) worked.

As most of you have realized by now, that is no longer true. There are so many FFA pages and automatic

submitters these days that there's very little chance anyone will ever see your link - no matter how many

times you post each day. Since everyone uses automatic submitters to post their link on the FFA pages,

they don't ever view the page that has your link on it. Their link goes on top, knocking your link down

another spot. With so many auto-submitters being used, your link quickly slides off the FFA page, without

ever being seen by human eyes. Forum Submitter Pro ------------------- Heres Your Chance To Take Full

Advantage Of A Point and Click Piece Of Software That Will Send Your Backlinks Into Overdrive!

"Discover How A Simple Point and Click Piece Of Software Can Help Increase Your Sales, Traffic and

Backlinks That The Search Engines Absolutely Love!" Forum Submitter Pro Will Get Your Message

Across Forum Submitter Pro will revolutionize the way you make your forum postings, whether you are a



complete beginner or an established forum junkie, Forum Submitter Pro is bound to save you time. Take

advantage of this free and easily accessed form of advertising now! But don't do it yourself, let Forum

Submitter Pro do it for you. There are literally hundreds of niche forums out there, with sections solely for

advertising and promotional releases. These forums are fantastic places for Internet marketers to exploit;

whatever you sell there is bound to be a niche forum suitable for your products. Maybe you are a

Webmaster, already running several successful forums, Forum Submitter Pro can save you time by

automatically posting administration messages and announcements. Maybe you are researching, or need

to find the answer to a question. A forum community can be an ideal place to pick up knowledge, but

posting to multiple forums the same question can be time-consuming, Forum Submitter Pro takes care of

it easily. Forum Submitter Pro Will Cut The Time It Takes To Post To Your Favorite Forums. All you need

to do is decide on your message, choose which forums and sections you wish to post it to and whether

you want an instant notification of any replies by e-mail and then pushed the button. Forum Submitter Pro

will take it from there. Adding a new forum is simple, just give it a name enter the web address and Forum

Submitter Pro will let you know if the forum at the target address is compatible, you can then save it for

future use or include it in a current campaign. Here are a few key features of what Forum Submitter Pro

brings to your internet marketing strategies: * Post to multiple forums through one interface saving time

and effort. * Get your message across quickly; just one click and you're done. * Track your responses to

forum posts in an easy way. * Customise the application to fit your needs more closely. * An

EASY-TO-USE message editor. * An option to SAVE MESSAGES to be posted later. * Quick post option

with the help of AUTO INSERT. * The facility to add FAVORITE FORUMS for ease of accessibility. *

Choose your preferred format at the click of a DROPDOWN LIST button Create CUSTOM MESSAGE

TEMPLATES. * Assistance with TRACKING POSTS and responding on time. * In-built web browser, to

easily locate your favorite forums! Making Forum Submitter Pro work for you is as easy as 1-2-3! 1. Easily

Find, and Login To Your Favorite Forums Using The In-Built Browser 2. Easily Bookmark and Login To

Multiple Forums 3. With The Click Of A Few Buttons You Can Post Your Message With Absolute Ease!

It's As Easy As That! If you post to more than 1 forum regularly Forum Submitter Pro is guaranteed to

save you time and effort by unifying your forum presence into one standard interface. Do you have a

product/service that you would like to mobilize at the grassroots level? Were you beginning to think that

cost-effective options to get better mileage for your product/service are nothing but fiction?! Are you tired



of the endless hours you seem to spend searching for forums and inserting each forum post yourself?

This Is Where Forum Submitter Pro Steps In and Does All The Hard Work For You! Forum memberships

are usually FREE and a great way to connect with others who share your interests, just think of the

possibilities of reaching thousands of potential customers who are waiting for the word from you! Forum

Submitter Pro has been designed to make posting to forums as easy as possible, not only will Forum

Submitter Pro save you a ton of time, but it gives you the option of 'Getting' your name out there, because

without visibility your website or business may as well be dead! But that is not the only cool part about

forum posting..... As I am sure you are aware, links pointing to your website is an absolute must, and

having links pointing to your sites from a well known forum that the search engines love, can only mean

one thing, higher search engine rankings! Just think about it, forums are forever being updated, new

content being added each and every day, the search engines really do love this, and because these

forums are spidered on such a regular basis, so will your sites! Remember, links pointing to your sites

from forums don't just 'Disappear' those links will be around for a long time, and because of this you can

expect a flood of spiders in your neighborhood! You will be hard pressed to find a software that can save

you time, open up a new way to better search engine rankings, and at the same time giving your sites

greater visibility! Link Directory Submitter V3.0 ----------------------------- The Current Version is v3.0 loaded

with more then 2700+ Directories and loads more features! Link Directory Submitter is the perfect solution

for sending your sites to a multitude of pre-configured online directories. Link Directory Submitter comes

with 2700+ link directories to submit to, more than half ranging from PR4 to PR7. Our directory submitter

does not contain FFA pages or Link farms. Instead you will find specific, highly targeted directory sites

just like DMOZ and many many more. There are only 3 easy steps required:  Create a profile (That is, the

common data you usually have to repeatedly type by hand: your site address, link title, description,

keywords, etc). This is a one-time process.  Select up to 10 directories at a time that you want to submit

to from the list of over 2700+ directories along with a category/subcategory for your site. Link Directory

Submitter will fill in all the other details. NEW FEATURE: Link Directory Submitter will now auto select the

category for your website you are trying to submit if you have included them in your website profile.  Now

Press Submit.  You're all done. *You'll increase your site popularity in record time. *You'll receive more

traffic by gaining a higher position in search engines, such as Google, Yahoo! and MSN. *You'll stop

wasting time manually submitting to link directories. *You won't have to search for themed websites. We



now have more then 2700+ quality directories already included. *You will greatly reduce your reciprocal

links from your website because more then half the directories included in the software require NO back

links to them. *You'll cut down the number of directory rejections. *You don't have to upload anything to

your website. Everything is done from your desktop! *You can submit ALL of your sites by using multiple

profiles. *The software is so easy, my 10-year-old niece whizzed through it in a matter of minutes! *Each

link directory in the submitter shows the directory's current Google PR. *You get FREE lifetime updates to

any new versions we release. *You get fresh link directories to submit to by simply clicking the Update

Directory Button from within the software, Each month we add between 50-100+ new directories into the

submitter. *The Link Title, Site Description and Keywords are rotated with each submission to a directory.

This is to make each submission look as unique as possible from each other, and also to help get your

website listed in search engines under many different keywords and link titles. *Import and Export website

profiles is now also included *Users can now assign a custom color to each directory in the submitter, this

is useful if the user wishes to use a color coding system to keep track of submissions or anything else. *A

submission history report feature has been added to allow the user to export and email a submission

history report to their clients or for their personal records. *New Feature v2.4: You can now add your own

link directories into the submitter or bulk import directories from .txt files or excel exported .csv file *New

Feature v2.4: Multi Tabbed Browsing - Run up to 10 browsers within the submitter which will greatly

increase the submission process, because as you submit your website to one directory another directory

will load in the other browser tabs and be ready for you to submit your website. *New Feature v2.4:

Category Auto-Completion. Enter one or more categories/subcategories for each site profile and Directory

Submitter will auto-select the category for you on the submit page in your order of preference. *New

Feature v2.4: Alpha sorting of directories from A-z and Z-a also Pr sorting of the directory list. *New

Feature v2.4: Search option to find any directory in the submitter quickly. *New Feature v2.4: Add

comments to any directory in the submitter. *New Feature v2.4: You can now add your own link

directories into the submitter. *New Feature v2.4: A reciprocal manager script fully integrated with

Directory Submitter. It's now easier than ever to submit to reciprocal directories. Just click a button. *New

Feature v2.4-v3.0: 2700+ directories now and also a new database structure to increase the

loading/refresh time when a user moves between filters and when using large directory lists (more than

5000 sites). *New Feature v2.4: Auto Save, so you won't ever lose your submission history. *New Feature



v2.4: Auto Update Notice if there is a new version of Directory Submitter out or if there is an update to the

directory database you will be notified. *New Feature v2.4: Improved custom directory support and more

configuration options and adding your directories is now easier than ever. *New Feature v2.4: A directory

database checker and PR updater integrated in the submitter. *New Feature v2.4: You can now

export/import your own custom directory database. *You now also have access to brand new step by step

video tutorials that will take you through every process of using the software, It could not be any easier.

that shows you step by step how to use the software. *New Feature v3.0: Directory Crawler - With this

powerful new feature you can get Link Directory Submitter to search all the directories in the submitter or

only the directories you have submitted your website to and see if your listing has been approved or not,

and if the submitter finds that your website was approved/listed then those directories will be marked in

the software as approved automatically, and you will also be able to create a Snapshot HTML report for

this information so you can share it with your clients or anyone you think needs a copy of this information,

but that is not all you also have the option to include more general info into the Snapshot HTML report for

the website you are submitting, like Google Pr, Google Inbound Links, Pages Indexed in Google, and

Yahoo Inbound Links and Pages Indexed in Yahoo.... Plus you have the option to include the (Serp Data)

Search Engine Position for keywords/phrases you are trying to rank for in the search engines... *New

Feature v3.0: You can now manually mark a directory from the directory tree to Approved/Not Approved.

*New Feature v3.0: You can now sort the directory list by the directory status in the submitter. *New

Feature v3.0: You can now see the url of each directory from the list just by hovering your mouse over the

directory. *New Feature v3.0: You can now mark a directory in the submitter as broken if you find it has

some issues at the moment. *New Feature v3.0: You can now instantly see the Google PR for any

directory and page on the directory with the new PR indicator that is found next to the url address window

in the web browser in the software. *New Feature v3.0: Added a 1 Click Fast access for editing your

website profiles in the submitter. *New Feature v3.0: All popups and java script error windows are

automatically blocked. submitting your website to directories and how to increase the chances of your

website being *Plus you get unlimited email support for as long as you need it. And much more. RSS

Announcer ------------- RSS Announcer instantly and automatically submits your RSS feeds to all of the

major RSS feed directories on the Internet. Imagine the power of tens of thousands of other web sites

being able to easily display your RSS feeds on their web sites for content. Think that will drive you some



extra traffic? Tags: rss announcer, promotion, software
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